MUSEUMS!

The Tokyo National Museum has collections from along the __ Road
The __ group includes the Modern, Britain, Liverpool, St. Ives & Online
King Tut's Gold Mask is the Egyptian Museum in __
Las Meninas by Diego Velazquez is displayed at the Museo del __
The Musee d'Orsay building was originally a __ station in Paris
Botticelli's The Birth of __ is located in Florence's Uffizi Gallery
Museo Nacional de Antropologia is the national museum of __
Sir Hans __ was the founder of the British Museum in London
Admission to all national museums in __ has been free since 2001
Ferris Bueller visited the Art Institute of __
National Palace Museum in Taipei holds over 8,000 years of __ history
During WWII, the art of London's National __ were evacuated to Wales
Centre Georges Pompidou houses a modern art museum and a public __
I. M. Pei designed the large __ above the lobby of the Louvre
__ Museum tours cover almost nine miles and include the Sistine Chapel
Grant Wood's __ Gothic is displayed in the Art Institute of Chicago
The U.S. National Museum of Natural History has a stuffed __ on display
Mona Lisa, Venus de Milo & __'s apartment can be found at the Louvre
London's __ & Albert Museum houses displays of decorative arts & design
Rijksmuseum is located near the Van Gogh Museum in __
The State Hermitage Museum was founded by __ the Great in 1764
National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C. also has a __ garden
Frank Gehry designed the __ Museum Bilboa
___ is home to the J. Paul Getty Center
Starry Night is displayed in the Museum of Modern Art in __________
The Castle is the headquarters of the __ Institute in Washington, D.C.
Admission to the ___ Museum of Art in NYC is 'pay what you wish'
__ Museum of Art is one of the largest in the United States

Enter unused letters from puzzle, in order:

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

Copy boxed letters to form your hidden message:
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